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ABSTRACT: The online job portal system is a platform between job seeker (student) and job provider (company). The 

scholar or job seeker will simply realize and apply for job by logging in to the system. The manager or the company 

will simply get skilled worker from our job web site by posting job. The job portal web site is a common place between 

job seeker and company. 

When job seeker login into his account then he will get a notification of the company lists that match along with his 

profile or education detail. Thus job seeker will simply apply to the present job and he may also send message to the 

company for different inquiries. Once the company login into the account, the company or the manager will get alert of 

job seeker lists that match with all the criteria for denote job. On-line job portal provides an easy way to search jobs. 

User will simply login and may search on the market jobs, and may simply apply to the work in which the user is 

interested. 
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I. INTRO DUCTIO N 

 

Online Job search system is created to encourage the general organization framework to deal with the different data of 

the Job Seeker and Job Provider and the cycles associated with an organization. Thus, that association can get to exact 

data rapidly and effectively when required, accordingly improving its operational proficiency and effectiveness. 

Through this entrance managers can likewise post their positions and audit applications. The customary enlistment 

frameworks are time taking and expensive. A task searcher should secure positions through commercials, college fairs, 

job fairs and so on, and the businesses should invest a lot of exertion to track down the correct contender for an empty 

position. This application tends to such weaknesses and is a helpful stage for both occupation searchers to secure and 

go after jobs and for hiring managers to post positions and audit application  

II. REVIEW ON LITERATURE 

 

There are numerous applications created, identified with this Online Job Portal, yet, these frameworks are intricate for 

their own motivation. The greater part of them doesn ’t have the concentrated information base and simple admittance 

to clients. So in this undertaking, we are carrying out this application through a concentrated information base and 

simple to-utilize access for job searchers and job providers. The manager is the essential entertainer to keep up the 

information base, and furthermore acknowledges remarks from job providers and job searchers to improve and build up 

the application's graphical UI. Enrolled job searchers can likewise take the organization online test. Furthermore, 

qualified candidates can be grouped by this framework depending on their capabilities and companies ’ prerequisites.  

This section will focus on writing audit and related to the study of the framework. It assists with distinguishing the 

issues that exists in the current frameworks and furthermore it gives the best way to deal to accomplish the goals. It will 

manage correlation among gateway and existing framework. Online occupation entryway framework is a sort of e -

enlistment framework that permits client or the job searchers and organizations to apply jobs and post positions online 

individually. Online occupation gateway is an e-enlistment framework that can be characterized as enlisting measure 

which is directed through electronic devices, for example, an association's corporate intranet or its public web. This 

enrolment cycle through the online occupation gateway can be additionally be named as e -enlistment, web enlistment 

or online enrolment (M Kerrin, 2003) search different sites and going after positions is a lot exhausting on the grounds 

that they require a great deal of additional exertion. It requires some investment to know and find out about an 
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organization, the prerequisites the organization needs for a position and furthermore their capabilities. The best way to 

search up for jobs is through websites or employee references. This thought inspired me to build up a framework where 

time and endeavours are saved on the grounds that the job post will tell the job searcher where the organization is found 

and perhaps find out more. 

III. PRO PO SED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed system can be used by any employee to apply job and any employer are post to job. The benefit of this 

proposed system is that website can be used for providing information about the online job. So, the  job seeker will 

simply apply to the present job and he may als o send message to the company for different inquiries. This proposed 

system is more efficient and faster than the existing system. 

 

 
       

IV. TECHNO LO GIES USED 

A. Visual Studio 
 

 
 

Visual Studio is an integrated development environment that is  used to develop computer programs for 

Windows. Visual studio can also be used for developing web sites, web applications, and web services. 

 

B. SQL Server 
 

 
 

It's a relational database management system that supports a number of applications, including business intelligence , 

transaction processing and analytics. Microsoft SQL Server is built on SQL, which is a programming language used to 

manage databases and query data. 
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C.HTML 

 
 

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is the code that is  used to structure a web page and its content. For example, 

content could be structured within a set of paragraphs, a list of bulleted points, or using images and data tables.  

 

D.CSS 
 

 
 

CSS is the language for describing the presentation of Web pages, including colours, layout, and fonts. It allows one to 

adapt the presentation to different types of devices, such as large screens, small screens, or printers. 

 

E. JavaScript 
 

 
 

JavaScript is a programming language that conforms to the ECMA Script specification. JavaScript is high-level, often 

just-in-time compiled, and multi-paradigm. It has curly-bracket syntax, dynamic typing, prototype-based object-

orientation, and first-class functions. 

 

F. ASP.Net 

 
ASP.NET is an open source, server-side web application framework created by Microsoft that runs on Windows and 

was started in the early 2000s. ASP.NET allows developers to create web applications, web services, and dynamic 

content-driven websites. 

V. IMPLEMENTATIO N AND WO RKING 

 

Implementation is the most crucial stage in achieving a successful system and giving the user’s confidence that the new 

system is workable and effective. Every module was tested individually with data stored. The user can log in using the 

provided user id and password. The user has access to view the company details and can apply for it according to their 

skill or location preferences. The admin has a separate login and is responsible for adding new jobs, sending e -mails to 

the respective candidates and to record the report of the candidates who applied for the job. 

VI. CO NCLUSIO N AND FUTURE WO RK 

The wider areas of job looking out facilitate the fast and simple access to opportunities. The increasing job 

opportunities and dynamical state of affairs of the business setting nowadays has created a lot of folks to go looking for 

higher career and employers to go looking for higher potential. This case has prompted several to manoeuvre to job 
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portals to seem for the ways in which has been wide accepted and totally helpful in job searching. During this the work 

portals assumes bigger importance and that we might develop such an efficient system that is employed by ton several 
job hunters and employers. 

VII. RESULT 

The software is used for the people searching for the jobs.The software is developed using ASP.NET, DBMS in Visual 

studios, and SQL Server. The online job portal system benefits for both the person who applied for the job and the 

company which provide the job. 
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